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Integration of a gate electrode into carbon nanotube devices
for scanning tunneling microscopy
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We have developed a fabrication process for incorporating a gate electrode into suspended
single-walled carbon nanotube structures for scanning tunneling spectroscopy studies. The
nanotubes are synthesized by chemical vapor deposition directly on a metal surface. The high
temperatures800 °Cd involved in the growth process poses challenging issues such as surface
roughness and integrity of the structure which are addressed in this work. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the gate on the freestanding part of the nanotubes by performing tunneling
spectroscopy that reveals Coulomb blockade diamonds. Our approach enables combined scanning
tunneling microscopy and gated electron transport investigations of carbon nanotubes. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1883301g
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Single-walled carbon nanotubessSWCNTsd have at
tracted tremendous attention in recent years due to
unique properties and promising applications.1,2 In particular,
their electronic properties have been under intensive s
both for interest in fundamental one-dimensional physics
for exploration of potential molecular electronic device3,4

Scanning tunneling microscopysSTMd is a powerful tool fo
characterizing SWCNTs since the atomic and electr
structures can be obtained simultaneously for e
nanotube.5,6 However, the close proximity of a conducti
substrate and the difficulty of incorporating a gate electr7

limits the range of phenomena that can be studied u
STM. Both of these limitations can be overcome by susp
ing the SWCNT over a trench with a gate electrode at
bottom of the trenchfFig. 1sadg. In such a device geomet
electron transport measurements can be combined with
studies. Even without the gate electrode or separate s
and drain contacts, new effects are observed using the
over the freestanding portion of the SWCNT.8,9 The addition
of a gate electrode allows addressing a wealth of extra i
mation such as band bending along the nanotube, the
tronic structure during transport, electromechanical e
upon gating, etc.

In this letter, we demonstrate the fabrication of a s
pended SWCNT device with an integrated gate electrod
STM investigation. The conventional method of nanot
sample preparation for STM involves sonicating SWCNT
organic solvents followed by depositing the suspension
a conducting substrate. When nanotubes are deposited
surface with trenches we find that they usually sag ove
trenchsdata not shownd, presumably due to capillary forc
upon drying of the solvent. The sagging of the SWCNT
nificantly hinders access to the suspended portion o
SWCNT. To overcome this difficulty, we chose to direc
grow the nanotubes on a conducting surface by chem
vapor depositionsCVDd. This has the additional advanta
of allowing us to image the as-grown nanotubes without
postprocessing. The main challenge in realizing such de
comes from the high temperature involved in the CVD p
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cess. This brings up issues such as choice of substrate
rial, surface roughness, and device integrity. We will add
these in the following and show that it is possible to rea
a three-terminal device, with the capability of gating
simultaneous atomic-resolution imaging and spectrosco

We chose Pt as the material for the conducting subs
It is a noble metal that does not develop oxides in air, a
therefore suitable for imaging with STM. The melting po
of Pt is 1772 °C, high enough to be compatible with
CVD process. In addition, it does not form hydrides at
evated temperatures10 sthe CVD process takes place in
hydrogen-rich environmentd. The Pt-carbon phase diagr
shows a eutectic alloying temperature at 1705±13 °11

much higher than the CVD temperature. Consequently
presence of Pt does not interfere with the carbon nano
growth.12,13

Our process starts with heavily dopedp++-Si substrate
with a 500 nm thermally grown oxide and 100 nm of Si3N4

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Diagram of suspended nanotube structure
combined electron transport and STM studies.sbd–sgd Schematic of th
fabrication process.sbd Starting substrate: Si with 500 nm thermally gro
SiO2 and 100 nm Si3N4. scd Patterning and dry etching of trenches in
Si3N4 layer. sdd Wet etching of SiO2. sed Evaporation of Ptswith 1 nm Ti
sticking layerd. sfd Patterning and catalyst deposition.sgd After CVD growth,

nanotubes are suspended over the trenches.
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on topfFig. 1sbdg. Trenches in Si3N4 are opened by electro
beam lithographysEBLd and anisotropic reactive ion etchi
with CHF3 and O2. Subsequently, the resist is removed
acetone and the surface is cleaned by O2 plasmafFig. 1scdg.
An isotropic wet etchsbuffered HFd deepens the trench in
the SiO2 and creates an undercutfFig. 1sddg. This is followed
by direct electron-beam evaporation of Pt over the w
substratefFig. 1sedg, with 1 nm Ti sticking layer. The unde
cut prevents the metal on the top from contacting the bot
The Pt at the bottom of the trench, which forms PtSi a
heating, is used as the gate electrode.14 The positions for th
catalyst are defined by EBL, and an alumina-supported
catalyst is deposited on the substrate followed by lift-of
acetone15 fFig. 1sfdg. As a final step, nanotubes are grown
CVD at 800 °CfFig. 1sgdg. The synthesis is carried out in
1 in.-diameter tube furnace under the flow of 910 mL/mi
CH4, 700 mL/min of H2, and 40 mL/min of C2H4 sRef. 16d
for 5 min.

We have found that the final Pt surface depends
sensitively on trace amounts of O2 present during the CV
process. The CVD synthesis takes place at 800 °C. W
heating up and cooling down the reactor, a constant flo
H2 spurity 99.999%d is applied. This step is crucial to obta
the desired trench structure for STM imaging. Figuresad

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad AFM image of faceted Pt particles decorating
trench edges when heating the substrate in Ar.sbd AFM image of the devic
when H2 is used instead of Ar, but there is still a trace amount O2 in the
system.scd–sed AFM images showing trench widening and corrugation
to the heating.sfd AFM image of the result using the fast heating methodsgd
Cross-sectional SEM image of the final structure.shd STM atomic-
resolution topography image on a suspended part of a SWCNT. The
is taken with a sample voltage of −0.1 V and a feedback current of 30
Scale bars:sad–sgd 500 nm,shd 5 Å.
displays the result when Arspurity 99.996%d instead of H2
Downloaded 11 Mar 2005 to 130.161.185.138. Redistribution subject to AI
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was used during heating. Particles with crystalline facets
be seen decorating the edge of the trenches. These pa
appear even when using a substrate without catalyst, an
conclude that they are Pt crystallites. It has been recog
in electrochemical studies that the oxidizing-reducing c
leads to Pt surface reconstruction.17 This was attributed t
the fact that the oxidized Pt species diffuses across the
face more easily. Presumably in our case, Pt atoms are
dized by the trace amount of O2 s,10 ppmd18 in the Ar and
accumulate along the trench edges. Later during the
process they are reduced again in the H2-rich environment
This leads to the faceted Pt particles decorating the tren
In contrast, when H2 is used during the heating, it reduc
the O2 impurities, therefore significantly lessening the ef
as shown in Fig. 2sbd. In order to even further reduce exp
sure to O2, we flush the system at room temperature with2
for 20 min. As a result, the Pt migration is effectively elim
natedfFig. 2sfdg.

Figures 2scd–2sed display another issue we encoun
during sample fabrication, that is, the trenches become
torted after CVD synthesis. The effect becomes more se
when the thickness of the Pt film decreases. The Pt in
2scd is 100 nm thick and the trenches are 300 nm wide
fore the CVD. After the high temperature process they
pear to have become,450 nm wide. Although the trench
are widened, the edges are still straight and sharp. Whe
thickness of the Pt is decreased to 50 nm, the edges o
trenches become noticeably rougher, as shown in Fig.sdd.
Occasionally, this also causes short-circuiting of the
sides of the trench. When the Pt film thickness is reduc
20 nm, the widening effect becomes universal. Figuresed
displays the edges of such a thin Pt film retracting away
30-nm-wide trenches. As suggested by this figure, this e
is probably due to the surface tension between the Pt
and the substrate at the edge of the trench, causing the
be dragged away. The migration of the Pt film causes
vere problem for the integrity of the trench structure.

In order to prevent the degradation of devices,
adopted a fast heating/cooling technique.19 The furnace wa
first heated up to the target temperatures800 °Cd without the
substrate. Once the temperature became stable, the d
gases were switched on and the substrate was qu
brought to the center of the furnace. After CVD synthesis
5 min, the substrate was immediately brought out of
high-temperature region. In this way the duration of subs
heating and the deformation of the Pt film were minimiz
Figure 2sfd is a representative atomic force microsc
sAFMd image of the devices fabricated by this fast hea
cooling technique. Figure 2sgd is a cross-sectional scann
electron microscopesSEMd image of the device after CVD
Figure 2shd presents a STM topography image of an in
vidual metallic SWCNT suspended across a 200 nm tr
demonstrating atomic resolution.

In order to demonstrate the potential of these device
present gated STM measurements. Our previous studi
nongated nanotubes showed that the suspended parts
nanotubes tend to form quantum dots and that Cou
peaks are observed in the differential conductancedI /dV.8

With the metal electrode at the bottom of the trench as a
the single-electron-charging behavior can be investigat
full detail. For the same nanotube imaged in Fig. 2shd, we
have performed tunneling spectroscopy measurements

e
.

function of gate voltage. We used the STM tip as the source,
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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the substrate as the drain, and the bottom electrode a
gate. The measurements were performed by adding a
ac voltage to the substrate voltage and using lockin dete
at a temperature of 5 K.

The measureddI /dV as a function of sample and ga
voltage is plotted in Fig. 3. It shows the characteristics
typical Coulomb diamond plot.20 Near zero substrate vo
age, there are diamond-shaped regions where the curr
blocked, and at higher voltages there are peaks asso
with adding additional electrons to the SWCNT. Sing
electron tunneling is observed with a Coulomb charging
ergy of about 40 meV. The periodicity of the diamonds
the lack of additional peaks implies that we are probin
single quantum dot. We do not see any evidence for mu
quantum dots in series or parallel, such as, for exam
those induced by defects in the SWCNT. The ability to
cess the full Coulomb diamond plot allows us to unamb
ously identify the origin of all the peaks in the differen
conductance. The peaks sloping from the bottom left to
top right of the image are due to the Fermi energy of
substrate lining up with a state on the SWCNT. The pe
running from the top left to the bottom right are due to
Fermi energy of the tip lining up with states in the SWC
Excitations lines can be observed parallel to the edges o
Coulomb diamonds, and side peaks due to phonon-as
tunneling9 are also visible.

The addition of the gate electrode allows the value
the capacitances in our device to be determined. From
slope of the edges of the Coulomb diamonds we can d
the capacitances:Ctip<1.8 aF andCsubstrate<2.5 aF. The
width of the diamond in the gate voltage gives the value

FIG. 3. sColord Logarithm of differential conductance as a function of s
strate and gate voltage for the nanotube in Fig. 2shd suspended over
200-nm-wide trench. The STM tip is held at a fixed location above
suspended portion of the SWCNT, with a set-point current of 500 pA
substrate voltage of −0.5 V with respect to the tip. Red corresponds t
values and blue corresponds to high values.
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Cgate<0.018 aF. These values are in good agreement w
numerical simulation, where the tip is modeled a
150-nm-radius sphere. Experimentally, we find that the v
of Csubstratecan vary between 1 and 10 aF depending on
extent of the quantum dot over the Pt substrate. The s
SWCNT-substrate capacitance and hence large chargin
ergy implies that the quantum dot does not extend ver
over the Pt substrate. The gate coupling is relatively we
this structure because of the presence of the Pt substra
the STM tip. These large metal surfaces act to shield the
from the SWCNT, reducing its coupling.

In summary, we have incorporated a gate electrode
devices for STM studies of SWCNTs. Coulomb diam
plots were obtained using STM with simultaneous ato
resolution imaging capability. With proper design, the m
on the two sides of the trench can be isolated and can
tion as independent source and drain electrodes of the
tube device. Combining transport measurements with
studies of suspended SWCNTs opens many opportunitie
further studying the electronic and mechanical propertie
nanotubes.
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